Brush Creek Film Review
Kansas City Public Library - Waldo
Host: Buddy Hanson
Guest: Jeremy Weese

TOPIC: Horror & Sci-Fi – Part I

FILMS - Jeremy:

*Annihilation*, Alex Garland, 2018, (USA), Sci-fi/Horror
A biologist investigates a mysterious invisible border known only as Area X, trying to figure out what happened to her husband, who recently disappeared inside. As her and her team delve deeper across the border, their sanity is tested by unknown phenomena. For fans of movies that blend sci-fi and horror.

FILMS - Buddy:

*The Expanse*, Mark Fergus & Hawk Ostby, 2015-current, (Canada), Sci-fi/Horror
Based on the epic sci-fi book series by James S.A. Corey, this action packed tv series brings the book to life. This is Star Wars for adults - a interstellar space opera, a cyber-punk thriller, a must-see for fans of the sci-fi genre.

BOOKS

*Area X* (series), Jeff VanderMeer:
1 - *Annihilation*
2 - *Authority*
3 - *Acceptance*

*The Expanse* (series), James S.A. Corey:
1 - *Leviathan Wakes*
2 - *Caliban's War*
3 - *Abaddon's Gate*
4 - *Cibola Burn*
5 - *Nemesis Games*
6 - *Babylon's Ashes*
7 - *Persepolis Rising*
8 - *Tiamat's Wrath*

REFERENCES

Stephen King (lecture): His Books, and Their Origins
Trailers:
- *Annihilation*
- *The Expanse*
Jump Scare
Tested, Adam Savage
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